PROCESS BLUEPRINT

- HOW TO -

Boost Your Revenue

with Affiliate Marketing

Affiliate marketing is a popular way for online entrepreneurs to supplement their income. Who can
resist passive income right? But before you start counting your passive commission, you need to put
in time, effort and work before reaching affiliate marketing success.
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How to ‘Do’ Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate Marketing the Right Way
b. Set Your Resource Page

a. Decide What to Promote
Remember, just because you can promote anything
doesn’t mean you should, so it’s important to select
products/services that are relevant to your audience.

offers
resources
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Ask yourself:
- Do I use this product? How
would it reflect on my brand?

Having a main hub of affiliate
offers, resources and tools that
you can refer to during blog
posts and podcast episodes, is a
great way to generate income
with the affiliate model. It’s
also what your audience can
grow to rely on when looking
for help and where they can
discover new resources.

- Is there a solid affiliate
commission? How much would
I be likely to make?
- Will my audience benefit
from this?

TIP: Remember to be honest about
your affiliate programs – lying
never works!

d. Creating Offers
c. Grow Your Audience

There are different ways to promote your offers to your
audience. Here are a few strategies you can start with:

-

Product Reviews
Tutorials & Walkthroughs
Direct to Your Email List
Mentions on Podcasts and in Videos

The better relationship you have with your audience, the
more likely they are to listen, follow-through and take
action. Keep producing quality content and stay relatable
so it’s easy to connect with your audience.
TIP: Provide consistent ‘small
wins’ for your audience to help
build the relationship over time.

TIP: Determine how you can make your affiliate
product/service part of a process to help you
promote it, along with other offers – all producing
a solid outcome for your audience member /
customer.

Final Affiliate Marketing Thoughts
Technically, affiliate marketing can seem
quite easy, which is why so many entrepreneurs take it for granted and don’t
truly treat the product/services as their
own.

Remember that it isn’t going to be quick
and profitable from the get-go and that
you need to put in the work to make it
work!

There are so many different methods and
combinations to succeed in affiliate
marketing, so track your progress and
experiment to see what works for you!
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